CPC Tests Directory

1-6: WKMT-1228, Kings Mountain, NC
1-8: WADN-1120, Concord, MA
1-15: WMNY-1370, Sanjee, SC
1-16: WGBL-1130, Fairfield, IL
1-21: WTBV-1300, Pittsfield, MA
1-22: WILD-1105, Boston, MA
1-28: WAGL-1560, Lancaster, SC
2-4: WRSAW-2480, Warsaw, IN
2-5: WCIL-1020, Carbondale, IL
2-19: WYVF-1370, Vincennes, IN

WKMT-1228, P.O. Box 1220, Kings Mountain, NC 28086 will be conducting the annual Proof of Performance tests on Saturday morning January 6, 1984 at 0100-0500. The test will be conducted at both 100w and 10w non-directional. The program will consist of audio tones between 10 and 100 hertz, with noise, music, and both voice and Morse code IDs. The test will be conducted at 0100, and the station will be on automatic operation with pre-recorded Morse code IDs until 0600. When regular programs resume with Southern Gospel Music, Direct all reports to Mr. Dan Holanzer, CD. Don would appreciate info on signal strength, band condition, and fading, co-channel and adjacent channel interference, and if you have CQ-USA Station or not and if the stereo lights up. Arranged by Tim Raff and the Colorado CPC Machine for the National Radio Club.

WADN-1120, Concord, MA will conduct a DX test on February 1, 1984 from 0000 to 0500. The test will be conducted using 5000 watts directional (broadly) and 5000 watts non-directional. Programming will consist of Morse Code IDs and local IDs by both male and female announcing. Correct reports will be verified by Mr. Michael Klein NV5L, P.O. Box 2181, Lynn, MA 01903 (or report via NV5L, QSL Bureau). Arranged by Michael Klein with assistance from Peter George and the Colorado CPC Machine for NBC.

WMNY-1370, Route 1, Box 159, Santee, SC 29141-9718 will conduct a DX test on January 9, 1984 to 0500 Eastern Standard Time. The test will consist of 1000 Hz tone and Code IDs by breaking the tone. Our thanks to Mr. Clarence Jones, Licensee, for the test. Test arranged by the Colorado CPC Machine for the National Radio Club.

KCAM-799, P.O. Box 249, Glenallen, AK 99588 will conduct a DX test on January 15, 1984. Programming will include code IDs every 5 minutes.

WKEN-1600, Dover, DE will test Monday morning January 15, 1984 from 0200-0400 ELT with music, many IDs, with 5000 watt day pattern. Pre-paid phone cards accepted at (302) 674-1234. Reports go to Dave Schmidt - WKEN, P.O. Box 553 - Dover, DE 19903 (arranged by Dave).

KAB-1150, 800 North Main Street, Albia, IA 50103 will conduct a DX test from 0530-0600 Eastern Standard Time on Thursday, January 11, 1984. The test will be conducted using 500 watts 1700-0500, 500 watts 0500-0510, and 50 watts 0510-0600. At 0600 KAB will transmit CW and PSK with office. The test will consist of Morse Code IDs and local IDs by both male and female announcing. Correct reports will be verified by Mr. Michael Klein NV5L, P.O. Box 2181, Lynn, MA 01903 (or report via NV5L, QSL Bureau). Arranged by Michael Klein with assistance from Peter George and the Colorado CPC Machine for NBC.

WYVF-1370, P.O. Box 310, Fairfield, IL 62837 will conduct a DX test on Sunday morning January 22, 1984 from 0000 to 0600 Eastern Standard Time. The test will be conducted using 5000 watts non-directional and will consist of music, music, and frequent voice IDs. Our thanks to Mr. Gil Walker at WYVF, Arranged by the Colorado CPC Machine for the National Radio Club.

WILD-1105, Boston, MA will conduct a DX test on January 22, 1984 from 0000 to 0300 ELT to 3:30 ELT. Test will be conducted using 5000 watts non-directional. Programming will consist of Morse Code IDs and local IDs by both male and female announcing. Correct reports will be verified by Mr. Michael Klein NV5L, P.O. Box 2181, Lynn, MA 01903 (or report via NV5L, QSL Bureau). Arranged by Michael Klein with assistance from Peter George and the Colorado CPC Machine for NBC.

WYVF-1370, P.O. Box 700, Carbondale, IL 62903 will conduct a Special DX test broadcast on Sunday, February 5, 1984 from 0600 to 0900 ELT. The test will consist of a special DX announcement, Morse Code IDs and music. Reception reports are requested. All reports should be sent to Mr. Paul H. McCray, General Manager, Arranged by the Colorado CPC Machine for the National Radio Club.

WRSAW-2480, P.O. Box 1148, Warsaw, IN 46582 will conduct a DX test on February 1, 1984 from 0000-0500 Central Standard Time. The test will be conducted using 1 kW day time facility. At 0555 WRSAW will switch to 5000 watts directional. The test will consist of Morse Code IDs and local IDs by both male and female announcing. Correct reports will be verified by Mr. Michael Klein NV5L, P.O. Box 2181, Lynn, MA 01903 (or report via NV5L, QSL Bureau). Arranged by Michael Klein with assistance from Peter George and the Colorado CPC Machine for NBC.

THE WORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST ALL MEDIUM-WAVE DX CLUB
Status changes in AM stations, supplied by the FCC and NRC members

CALL LETTER CHANGES

Old call: New call: Old call: New call:
530 *New AB High Level CXHL CKAI 1340 KRMN LA Shreveport KMKJ
700 *New VA Boston WRSD* KHJK TX San Angelo KTFD
740 *New WA Buckley WAAT WAAT 1350 WRAP VA Portsmouth WBBX
870 WRJQ MK Gorham WGNX 1370 WOKS TX Rollingwood KFPX
880 *New NC Full Service WMYF* 1680 WMAR NC Charlotte WENT
890 *New SC Piedmont WSPF WRSC MS Buxton WABS
900 WMLJ MI Gaylord WMPI WI 1720 WBBR FL Indian Rock Beach WTN
1230 WBBF FL Pensacola WXJ 1790 WWRH FL Titusville WSDA
1280 WMKO FL Aurora WXJ 1790 WYRD PA North East WRTK*
1300 WYCR TN Huntington WXJ 1900 WMPI MS Pensacola WSDA
1310 KZEP AZ Mesa KXAM

*Notes on calls: WRSD-1530 was set aside and never used, station remains WRSD.

All others marked * above are calls issued over a year ago to new stations and reported in AM Switch. However, for some reason these calls have never found their way into the latest NRC Log. They all appeared prior in ‘96 or ‘97 which was the last time they appeared in the NRC Log. If you have a 19th edition, please make these additions. Thanks to Charles Rich who alerted us to these omissions.

APPLICATIONS FOR NEW STATIONS

1240 MS Flowood: 1000/1000 UI
GRANTS FOR NEW STATIONS

None

APPLICATIONS FROM EXISTING FACILITIES

670 KPHU MI Hill increase powers to 50000/50000 UI
930 KABK AK Long Island: to 6400 with 10000/10000 UI (corrects previous info)
840 WPGB FL Miss: power to 10000, city of license to Cassville, FL.

GRANTS TO EXISTING FACILITIES

1380 WRWX RI Weemocket: changes in antenna system
1390 WTVV NY Riverhead: relocate XR
1520 WDRB CA Extention: relocate XR

OTHERWISE

620 KIPA HI Kalama-Kehoole: syncro of KIPA here has separate ID as KIPA-1, station is operating the experimental PARAB antenna system
700 KEGE CA Soledad: new station in OTE AIR with classical format
950 *New OR Eudleston: this station listed in the Log should be scratched out, it should be in SC not OR. The SC station is also listed.
1030 KESA CA Polson: station operated on program test authorization until it ran out then went SILENT, station never applied for regular license and its future is unknown at this time.
1160 WMNY NY Mechanicville: although this station has moved here from 1170 kHz, they still daytime only with 250 watts until sometime in January when the 5000/500 UI operations will begin. The 5000/1000 UI on the Log will never take place due to zoning problems. At the time we write this they are on 100 watts due to KP.
1200 WOPA IL Chicago: after months of testing this new station has been unable to get their antenna system to produce the required pattern so they have filed to make deviations to the licensed pattern which will reflect the actual pattern, still not on with programming yet.
1340 KATY CA San Luis Obispo: silent station is back ON AIR.
1390 KHDB NH Robert: sale to new owners reported last issue has been called off and it remains silent with a future somewhat in doubt
1470 WZQO PA Portage: application to reduce power to 525 watts is DISMISSED

TKVU UT Tremonton: silent station has been sold and will return soon.
1450 KLAY WA Lakewood: station is getting ready to move to 1180 kHz as KLAY but this frequency (1450) is being sold along with the WR plant prior to the move. The unusual aspect is that this license is being sold to two separate new owners if the FCC grants a waiver for such a move. One owner will operate the station with a Christian format Monday through Friday and the owner will deliver a non-commercial public radio format on Saturday and Sunday. It would be interesting if separate calls are issued, for this has the potential of being somewhat like the WLLR/WBBL operation which folded in Stockton just last year. In an odd bit of coincidence, that operation was also on 1480 kHz.
1600 WAST OH Ashland: previous operation here was silent for many years and was finally deleted by the FCC. Another party applied for this facility as a new station, was granted a CP and these calls but years later it has never been built. Just when we thought this CP was dead it has been sold to new owners and may yet appear on the air someday. Time will tell.

THANKS to the following for their contributions to this edition of AM Switch:

DAVE SOKUS, CHICAGO, IL WAYNE REIDEN, CHICAGO, IL. GORDON PARRISH, CHICAGO, IL.

LAST MINUTE FLASH: As we were preparing this edition we received a call from NCR to Bill Sigewitt in Bridgeport, WV to report hearing a strong station on 1600 with continuous ID as "WE2XAH in New York, VA." Since this is an experimental call we assume somebody is doing site testing with a view toward making a facility change. We are not aware of any applications for new stations or recent CFS in this area so possibly on existing station is doing some antenna modeling. Does anybody in that area have an idea what exactly is going on here?

In the 3rd and Good DX. Barry & S.BF Jerry Starr & Buffalo K. Fournier

Sports Networks

Network listings for stations programming team sports

Texas Metroplex Opera 50th Anniversary Radio Network – AM Stations

Barry Finkel

For the 50th consecutive season, Texas is sponsoring the Metropolitan Opera broadcasts on radio. Each Saturday from December 1, 1989 through April 21, 1990 there will be a broadcast from the opera house in New York City. Most broadcasts begin at 1:30 PM, although some begin earlier (12:00, 12:30, and 1:00). The majority of stations are FM; here are the AM affiliates. There are also some CCB stations that carry the broadcasts.

570 WDNS DC 530 WRRF ME 1240 WSYT ME 1340 WYRI SC 1420 WUYT KS 1510 KANS KS
620 WAGL PA KAPR AZ 1270 WCCS NC 1340 WENI LA 1420 WIKI OF 1520 WTVI FL
650 KGSS CA KIBP CA 1310 WCCS NC 1420 WENI LA 1550 KANS TX
660 KGEO CO KIPR PR 1290 WCCS NC 1420 WAHO KS 1610 KEWG TX
690 KGSS KS KGFP KT 1300 WYRT IA 1370 WCCS NC 1420 WRIS WY 1660 KEWG TX
700 KJWR AZ KITI MT 1320 WAMJ NC 1420 KEWG TX 1690 KEWG TX
720 KGSS KS KGSS KS 1320 WAMJ NC 1420 KEWG TX 1720 KEWG TX
740 WXFA WI KSDT WI 1340 WESQ WI 1420 KEWG TX 1900 KEWG TX
770 WHRNI WI 1420 KEWG TX 1900 KEWG TX
830 WHWBO WI 1420 KEWG TX 1900 KEWG TX
890 KFNN WI KIBP CA 1340 WESQ WI 1420 KEWG TX 1900 KEWG TX
920 WBIN WI WBIN WI 1420 KEWG TX 1900 KEWG TX
970 WJCD WI KGFP KT 1420 KEWG TX 1900 KEWG TX

*NBSD Sunday

NRC Coffee Mug

Nine-ounce size... white glass... with NRC emblem printed in black on both sides. It's oven-proof and microwavable. Makes a great gift for a fellow DX'er or for yourself. $6.75 to U.S. addresses.

$6.75 Canadian. Order from the Pub Center.
DOMESTIC DX DIGEST

William Hale
734 Burleson
San Marcos, TX 78666

DIGEST EAST

DX Catches in the Eastern U.S. and Canada, with 24 hr. ELT

MEDIUM WAVE RAMBLINGS

WOW! My first order of business is to apologize for the appearance of the 1230 Graydaway list is Issue 10. I should have caught the Boo-boo and fixed it before mailing the issue. I am not the only one for whom this column (some issue) is my lifeblood. I'll watch it closer after this!

These one-week layoffs are serious dues these months. This is by far the biggest column I've had in almost four years,第一节 as DDX-PE. Please observe the deadlines in Issue 10. Although I have to do it, I must abide by the rules some day. The only thing you can do after 30 days is to send the column in time. I print the column. Since this issue was done on Sunday, December 15th, all DX award prior to November 14th was edited out. If extending the deadline means that it is impractical to have any of your DX awarded, you will know and I will decide. But it better be good, Hill.

To all DX-NEO welcome to three new reporters. Tom Sanders of Dayton, Ohio, and Charles Taylor of Grifton, North Carolina and Harley Ryan, Jr. of Whitehall, Ohio. Incidentally, Harley notes that WRC-540 (are you reading this, Barry Shustal?) is successful in Whitehall (Mt. Vernon) quite often. And welcome to Gary Thomas of Pensacola, Florida, whose reports have been missing from DX News for quite some time. He reports he has two loops that are off, WKF-P 900 & 1200, making DX on those channels a little better. Gary also reports hearing WDB-7 back on.

Brian Fowle writes the 1700 deal is still stalled because of financing. Has the Towne Financial Agency of this state. The news agent is not all said and done by mid 1990, it will be a major effort. Good luck.

I am hoping to get a note in here about some DX reports. There is no time such as "2440-2450" [sic]. Technically, going into and ending at midnight, it's 2400, such as "2440-2450" or "2430-2450." Afterward, it's a "2440-2450." Going through "2440-2450." The report of the DX being that of the first day. I don't know how to relay a report of the DX. And have just reported using this method of time reporting. Sorry, but if I can't figure it out, it's not going in. Also, reports must include both DATE and TIME (as late as possible) or the DX situations are dry rules. And I even got some reports of DX on dates in December which had occurred yet. Come on, folks. Don't ruin the fun! All thanks to all who have sent holiday greetings to DX-NEO.

SPECIAL

560 WEAZ PA PHILADELPHIA - reportedly 800 (again) to a group which plans to get together and file suit. As if we need another one. Due date seems to be by the end of February.

600 WBLX AL FAIRHOPE - 12/4/800 good with BSS, then quick sign-off with an FM jockey. All my logs show this one as fm but apparently not off.

680 WLST KY NEWPORT, IS NOT on RS as noted in a recent AM Dutch, which I had anticipated being on by the time that column was printed. These have been on almost daily with TT mostly CQ, but never an ID as of 12/16. Until they hear the station there are 10-12 on the air. They had to go on again early Dec, but evidently still trying to get their pattern pulled in before going RS (DT-KY)

790 WQXI GA ATLANTA - a new stereo station with CWC/VBAC with APR/CHIR mix, Star 94 non-IDBA, AM running WQXI, WQXI-FM now WQXI-FM in Savannah, GA. Legal ID is 55-59 after the hour (EB-CA)

830 WWHO NC EDEN - 12/4/850 very good with 600 wax; had a promo for program called "Saturday 7 PM to 9 PM on WQXPO." It is on 600 AM, but it appears they are now on fulltime, not just Friday nights.

1040 WJR MI FLEMINGTON - drove thru several times recently, no sign of towers, etc. I've seen this in DXX as Flemington, NY also, if there is a number of miles, maybe that's why I can't find it (RE-PA) I have it as NJ in all my references Ed-

1180 WBCG PA QUAKERTOWN - no sign of this local yet; no ad; nothing.

1200 WOPA IL CHICAGO - 11/30/800 bkd testing with a variety of wax, WORC newsgroup giving ID, off after 1900; had the same time the following Day (DX-IL)

1280 WUSY IL AURORA - 12/5/2301 good with ROX & FYM; ID ex-NWM & talk CRK-IL

WAVK IL EVANSVILLE - 12/2/0212 good with record store ad & ID as WWES-FM and WAVK; ex-WBKB (RK-IL)

1280 WWCA IA DES MOINES - 11/25/8420 FOD & Lady DJ taking requests at 229-6890 (an Indiana #), also had a Chicago number; couldn't find anything in NBC Log to fit she gave her cell and found out I was hearing WWCA-1270, I was definitely tuned to 1280 and there wasn't a hint of a hint we didn't appear to be a spur or frequency drift; lady had no explanation for being on 1280 and asked me if I was checking it out. WAKK also.

1290 WCKK OH COLUMBUS - aired new NREP, simulcast WOCR-1040, except 0500-1500, when they run Southern Gospel, otherwise SWN CMA & WB (EB-6A)

1300 WINS NJ ELLING - off the air 12/12-13 (perhaps a day or two before) due to mechanical/financial concerns, Caller 414 DJ at their nearby PA XR site; still off 12/13 (RE-PA)

1420 WXYZ INDIANAPOLIS - 11/29 0009 Fairbanks with Instant Stereo with WLCW/INDY Larry King (WMC-177); with EZL RX. Fast TV is WTTZ slogan, call from 103.3 in Indianapolis (their sister FM; ex- WLCW-IGA)

1478 WEEI MA BOSTON - 12/2 0105 fair with Al XIX, contest promo ex-WNRC

1570 WOEE IL HARVEY - 11/29 2040 hrd with Rockford Lightning CBA BKB & 2100 as The all news WEE. Harvey-Chicago; also had next day with BBQ & jazz; wasn't WANN for long (KDF-1L)

Gospel Radio KTCF 103.3

570 UNID KY? - 12/3 0645 somebody under WAAX and WABB with what sounded like a broadcast of an assembly of a meeting somewhere in KY; poor (EB-2A)

700 UNID ?? - 12/3 1005 weak under WWBB with end of AP Wax & WCMF nulled (EB-A)

890 UNID ?? - 11/17 1933 somebody with a child's REL RX; poor (EB-ON)

950 UNID ?? - 11/27 0026-0290 W/Larry King show, beginning of show, over WWOR where it just finished; faded 0290, but then SIC was reasonable; could it have been WWORDXL with Instant Stereo? (EB-IX)

990 UNID ?? - 11/27 0458 fair with Mike ??; and a woman talking about how to spend wisely; no ID & 100, just kept talking; chopped E/W (SA-8A)

1000 UNID ?? - 11/26 1840 with SNH CMA an ID 1900 before SNH RX, just 5 seconds of dead air; conditions favored the deep South; I heard a day later who forgot to pull the fuse on the infernos WGST at its even (CR-ON)

1110 UNID ?? - 11/26 0747 somebody with Ask the Professor tag sponsored by the University of Detroit, various Civil War questions were asked; lost before ID time; poor with CTTX/WZML (EB-ON)

1180 UNID ?? - 12/2 0500 fair with instrumental RX, SNH RX over WWJ/SJMN/WWAF, maybe Florence, KY (KDF-1L)

1210 KSVG OH CLEVELAND - may be Shownier's unison AM (Issue 9); hrd with Fred Sanders several months ago; they still may have carrying it (CR-ON)

1230 UNID ?? - 12/4 2244 above the noise with ad for a biz on East Main St. in Durham; my old log showed nothing close (GT-FL) Rend-Ackel shows four Durham, California, New Hampshire, and the obvious North Carolina. Now he has 1200 even closer.

1250 UNID ?? - 11/25 0416 WWS with all new; definitely not a Reo; outlet had 4 reps between each item; no sales at random time, not on the minus; last hit made for tough copy (CR-ON)

1280 UNID ?? - 11/25 0544 with Christmas RX & non-ID; Great gospel with less talk on your inspirations; several shops had sound explosion or jet engine blast in the background; many of the stations were secular; month would (EB-4A)

1290 UNID ?? - 11/29 0450 poor with two men in FR-possible OH; in partial null of Citi with their splitter (SA-RE)

1300 WFXN OH COLUMBUS - did some direct work and came up with Bob Harrison's unit of 10/21 (Issue 9h) Pank-Ackel shows KWS 70 & 111 running September Goldsboro and call to directory assistance. Harrison was with both the Mercury dealer and seafood place listed in Goldsboro; the carpet dealer in 'Milford' is probably in Winton; this station had been available as WOSS but is now owned by a Baptist church at 605 Forest Site (EB-2C)

WFXN OH GOLDSBORO - is definitely Bob Harrison's unit of 10/21; reference is to R-2. T5 and NC-111. Milton(?); is Pateston, Northw.

Jones Lincoln-Mercury clinics 1 (F); WFXN in country gospel (CR-NT)
D/EQUIPMENT TESTS

720 WBN IL CHICAGO - 12/10 testing node @ 0360 WTT, OC & 6x was completely except for periods of OC after 0350 (RK-IL)

760 KNC KS OMAHA PARK - 12/11 0550 Fair with snnct this is KNC, OMAHA Park, Kansas City, KS, at 0550 it was 60 miles at air temp (RK-IL)

1350 WNCI IL WORKING - 12/20 hearing up WNY while testing @ 0450 at least until 0500 had Chickens OC, OC, 6x heard @ 0450, would be on WNY this time by daytimers still callers (LD-HK)

TIS & OTHER

530 WMX-74 KS FORT KNOX - first noted 12/2 1300 at a distance of 35 miles!! About 6 minutes of tourist and historical info for the site, except last noted not heard at an easier distance but still audible at 6 miles on a car radio, so this one really gets out! (DT-KY)

HARMONICs

2680 WY CB WASHINGTON - 12/2 0550 w/block 60x, men & women gave ID on the hour, followed by more GOS (NK-DX)

2960 WABB AL MOBILE - 12/2 0550 N/WAB FF non-ID, 6x by The Eagles & 3x note @ 0515 (NK-DX)

2960 WABB AL MOBILE - 12/4 1930 second harmonic coming beautifully every night with band at much 10x; good for listening on 2960 (DT-KY); Wouldn't be the last harmonic of 1480?? Don't get mad...just askin'-Ed).

2900 WDKY AL FREDERICK - 12/4 1940 second harmonic of 1450 in 6x with least other undx (DT-KY), same report as that on 2960-Ed.

PIRATES & OTHER ILLEGAL STUFF

1620 WIBI NY NEW YORK STATE - 12/11 0050-0115 was surprised to catch this one; apparently started earlier with 0155; during engineering tests, used sweep tones, 6x, 10x as heard the same day.

MIDNIGHT TO MIDDAY

540 CBM SK REGINA - 12/9 0745-0750 just in time to hear CKW WATrous, Sokolteaukon, then two individuals talking about record making, was using my HI-129-X on the line, and CKW was being covered by WYCB in Superadio is not good below 600 kHz, but it managed to separate enough to long range on a Mr. Colleen Reveur of his voice, right after KCW-CH (DC-DC)

560 WVOC SC CHARLESTON - 12/2 0002 west of DeSoto AFB, east coast, transient, says no ID nearby, ID heard the same day.

570 WAWX AL GADSDEN - 12/2 0645 w/probable for Gadsden State BKB, wx for Northeast Alabama, IDings as WA4G Sudden-Ansten, your information source, 6x, 0700 6x & ABC Mn; poor WKB & undx (NK-DX)

600 WMT IA CEDAR RAPIDS - 11/18 1005 good with Saturday morning training, says would be able to get into Hoosierland 10x and 60x w/ ID for this Ed.

610 WTVN OH COLUMBUS - 11/19 0946 good with 6x WTVN ID & wx (temp 23°) (RK-IL)
1910 WOVU MI TRAVERSE CITY - 11/26 1700 w/dual AM/FM ID & slogan as: The Classic Mids Leader Bus Stop by The Hollies; poor with CIWW (MI-ON)

1920 WHER WI WISCONSIN RAPIDS - 11/27 1717 with Gordon Lightfoot record; 1719 probe mentioning their FX also; Don Harper commentary at 1725; poor; no sign of WJAS or WGBL (NY-ON)

1930 CHRO ON PERMEREKE - 11/24 702 fair, but generally under CIWR with nx #1 (MI-ON)

1940 WHLO SP HENRY - 11/22 1724 good with ad for store on West Cherry Street (WPTO-DC)

1950 WMXY NY ROCHESTER - 11/28 1614 fair with full & full ID (MI-IL)

1960 WBCN and WOKI-BERLIN - 12/8 1645 w/FPOT Traffic Control & ad for Windsor-Seales Chronicle (KVJ-6A)

1970 WSHN TN NASHVILLE - 12/1 725 w/Alcoa-Brickman (77) Academy game: no ID, tentative (KVJ-6A)

1980 WTJS TN JACKSON - 12/6 2330 briefly above WROA with clear ID; no programming defined (FP-FL)

1990 CJPO MO CRICOTTINI - 11/26 2256 fair with FF talk & Cleats (MS-ON)

2000 WLKL FL LAKELAND - 12/6 2200 w/WBC, 1015 Hotline 755 (KVJ-6A)

2010 WITZ INDIANAPOLIS - 11/24 2224 w/Miscellaneous, LX: 600, 706.0+ w/arranged promo for Indiana U FF followed by Robertson Flick song; 12:00 IDerving the heart of Indiana. "Stereo easy=1420, WITZ IndianapolisLX ex: VIRE (OR-CH)

2020 WITZ INDIANAPOLIS - 11/25 2013 good with ad for K-Mart & You're Next in line at Bible Bookstore (MS-ON)

2030 KJJO LA MONROE - 11/24 1812 giving Fox-FM non-ID ad cluster for Monroe/West Monroe businesses; good over WCHB until 1846 fade or power cut never did hear CLEs & have seen this reported recently as KBE2 but back in April, Buffalo and KBE2 because K1BJ & 314 directory assistance zc no such thing as KWE2 so it's going with KJJO, #70 on CIWR with CIWR (OR-ON) The CL report appeared in this column and it was challenged, because I don't look up each one to confirm. In each case reported were not heard, just a #240 slogan. Both reports were made and the change in AMs was not observed (KVJ-6A)

2040 WNFW PA BALTIMORE - 12/2 1609 fair with mention of Info Radio-WHHP-Heathscapes (MS-ON)

2050 KATE MN ALBERT LEA - 11/25 1858 far with song Page were the Days & You're There singing to your radio; KITE-AM, Albert Lea (MS-ON)

2060 WHBE MI BAY CITY - 11/26 1645 w/arranged promo for Wilson Wines, a Cigar shop; 12:00 IDerving the heart of Indiana. "Stereo easy=1420, WITZ IndianapolisLX ex: VIRE (OR-CH)

2070 WWVW PA PITTSBURGH - 12/2 1609 far with mention of Info Radio-WHHP-Heathscapes (MS-ON)

2080 JIMY OH COLUMBUS - 11/24 1745 fair with song Page were the Days & You're There singing to your radio; KITE-AM, Albert Lea (MS-ON)

2090 WWAV WV WHEELING - 11/26 1820 w/CLE, top (49), song by Ronnie Cash; good (EN-CT)

2100 WKKX TN KNOXVILLE - 11/25 1750 fair with ID (RI-IL)

2110 WGSU GA ATLANTA - 12/2 1703 fair with CLCLA ex: WOR (MS-ON)

2120 WHDF AL CORK - 11/26 1450 fair with ID, REL until 1801 sign-off (RI-IL)

2130 KYGO MO BOULDER - 11/24 1804 fair with ID (RI-IL)

2140 WGLR WI LA CROSSE - 12/6 1800 w/CLE, w/good ad with ID (RI-IL)

2150 WOAL TX SAN ANTONIO - 12/1 2145 w/call-in talk show ad for sale & full fare; good (EN-CT)

2160 WLYL IL CENTRALA - 11/28 1744 fair with sign-off (RI-IL)

2170 WZVR SD WINNIPEG - 11/19 1815 KXLT with ad cluster for Harry Kay's Gift Store in Minneapolis, Winner Missouri Sales on West Hollywood Gift Queen in Winneton ID:Season's greetings from Country-1260 followed by Christian music song; XD #25 (RI-IL)

2180 WHBY GA COLUMBUS - 11/19 1955 good with ad for the WB Birthday Club weekday mornings at 7/50; must have been on 5 kW during the day, power was down low after 2000, local WWCA off (RI-IL)

2190 WBCD MD CUMBERLAND - 11/26 1655 fair with local ads, mention of downtown Downtown Alexandria mall, TCW/QC, it's 4:56 in the afternoon; WJAR also for the afternoon (RI-IL)

2200 WQFT AL TUSCALOOSA - 11/20 2114 fair with ID:WQFT, Tuscaloosa-Rootfolk, leading station was WCD #25 (RI-IL)

2210 WHER PA HANOVER - 12-1 1650 fair with local wx, Hanover ads & Tour hometown favorite, UWTV (RI-ON)

2220 WQCV VA GASPARA - 11/22 1714 fair with wx report (66), ID, CW, sung; ex: WHLO/WGSA (WPTO-DC)

2230 WLYC NJ WILMINGTON - 11/25 1553-1614 with Oldies by The Beaches, BBC etc., playing as WLYC Classic AM part with WOR from WWOL & a SCI atn (KYJW-ON)
REPORTERS: (too many to count)

ES-GA ERIC RUEBENSTEIN/Waucoakes, GA/Sh-200, TH-152, SP-2
SA-MB SHAW AXELROD//Winnipeg, MB/R-70 + 3 Loop, 100 LW + Mini-Tun-3 & mint stamps
WPT-DC BILL WOHLFORD//Washington, DC/ICF-2010
N1JW-ON NIEL WOLFPF//Willsboro, ON/871A + 80 LW, ICF-2010
N1JW-OX NIEL WOLFPF/Drinking near Brantide, MI w/'s of the Michigan Area Radio Enthusiasts/ICF-2010 + broken SM-2
K1JG-DA KARL JETER//Stone Mountain, GA/HH-150, ATS-603A, 4' NRC loop
K1JG-DA KARL JETER//Fairfield, CT/CT/usradarcfx
K1JG-DA DON TRELFD//Scarborough, ON/
K1JG-DA DICK TROUS//Louisville, KY/S134 + unsampled 24' box loop
K1JG-DA RICK DAU//Oakland, IA/R-1000 + RV Loop
K1JG-DA RICK DAU//Iowa City, IA/Ford Caradico
K1JG-DA RICK DAU//Hobart, IN (at Roger Winner's)///R-1000 + RV Loop
K1JG-DA RICK DAU///on 1-65 near Remielle, IN/Ford Caradico
K1JG-DA PHIL BOEHRD//Spring Lake, MI/Realistic SCR-15
K1JG-DA KARL FORTH//Chicago, IL/IC-270, HH-100, spiral loop
K1JG-DA CHARLES REH//Lexington, ON/80-90A, 400A, Sammerino Loop, 90 LW phased loop, Realistic TR-3000 real-to-real
K1JG-DA DON DOWNOY//Gowgeo, NY//FRR-3000 + LW
K1JG-DA TOM SANDERS//Davidson, MI/1951 Zenith Trans-Oceanic
K1JG-DA MORRIS BROWNED//Fort Carling, ON/HH-150 + SM-2
K1JG-DA GERRY THOMAS//Pensacola, FL /R-870 + Sticker Loop
K1JG-DA ROBERT KRAMER//Chicago, IL/R-1000, HH-120 + RV Loop, Kovalek Loop
K1JG-DA EDWIN HEADLEY//St Albans, NY/R-1000 + 90 LW Attic Loop/DA-9
K1JG-DA CHARLES TAYLOR//Gleitzen, NC/
K1JG-DA HARRY HAYES//Wilkes-Barre, PA//usradarcfx - Superloop
K1JG-DA HARRY HAYES//Wilkes-Barre, PA//usradarcfx - Superloop
K1JG-DA WALT WEVE//St Louis, MO/36 Ford caradico in home + whip
K1JG-DA MARILYN WHITEHILL, OR/
K1JG-DA RUDY EUGENIS//Blue Bell, PA (Blue Bell is Ice Cream, here=hi Ed.)

GRAVEYARD DX ACHIEVEMENTS UPDATE (new records)

1230h
K1OC NW Winona
WASR MB Winnipeg
W1FYI MI Saginaw
W5BFZ IN Lafayette

No room for abbreviations!!

TOW TOWER KY-1

WHAS-860
50,000 WATTS
LOUISVILLE, KY

WHAT TO LOOK FOR: A single tower generally visible from nearby roadside but only from a few isolated spots along I-64.

CONTRIBUTED BY: Dick Teaux, Louisville, KY
Send a rough map and a few descriptive words about towers in your area to John D. Bowker, 10 Canoe Brook Drive, Princeton, N.J. 08550.

Domestic DX Digest - West

WAYNE HEINEN
4131 S. Andes Way
Aurora, CO 80013
(303) 959-8335

DX Catches in the Western U. S. and Canada, with 24-hr. ELT

1001 KFKA Pocatello
12/13 0255 Cowboy Band 1010, Monument-Colorado Springs
1000 KFZL NM Albuquerque
11/9 1845 Good w/ OGL format

1100 KJYE CO Grand Junction
12/11 1900 ID "Your listening to KJYE AM Grand Junction" then "The World Tonight" (CBS)

1230 W1KQ MI Scottsdale
12/18 0900 (other times) Usually 1st regional is dominant and hasn't been noted in the last few months. Maybe Silent? Can anyone confirm? Station had been up for sale and the last deal fell thru...9W (CT & I haven't been able to hear "em either-ed)

1360 KNNR LA New Iberia
Per CPC reply station is NSF w/208 watts. ed.

1480 KZSN KS Wichita
Per John Winkel's verho, call is KZSN, matches KZSN 102 FM call, Changed 10/5/89. (Looks like our CDX consultant should have used Q4's ed)

1500 KZKL NM Albuquerque
12/7 1845 Good w/ OGL format // "Kool 102 FM. Disappeared @ 1900 Pwr cut, missed legal ID. (Ex-KNUS) (9W-CO)

1590 KNKX AZ Tempe
11/17 1002 Leg AM/EM ID, Still KNKX at this time. (9W-CO)

SPECIAL!

610 KSBN CO Vail
12/11 0725 Continuous loop "From Glenwood Springs to the Eisenhower Tunnel Tourist Information Radio. AM610 Tourist Information Broadcasts over KSBN-610 Vail Colorado 24 hours a day." Features included road reports, ski conditions and a calendar of events. (Scribe station returned to the air) (9W-CO)

1040 KCBX CO Monument
12/13 0255ID "This is Colorado's Business Radio KCBX AM 10-40, Monument-Colorado Springs" BR! To net 0945, lid wx, then BR! to 1000 (EX-KKRX) (9W-CO)

1040 KCBR CO Monument
12/15 1200s Interrupted feature w/ "This concludes our broadcast day. This is KCBR, Colorado Business Radio, Monument-Colorado Springs. Thanks for Listening" & off (Ex-KKRX) (9W-CO)

1100 KYE CO Grand Junction
12/11 1900 ID "Your listening to KYE AM Grand Junction" then "The World Tonight" (CBS)

1320 W1KQ MI Scottsdale
12/18 0900 (other times) Usually 1st regional is dominant and hasn't been noted in the last few months. Maybe Silent? Can anyone confirm? Station had been up for sale and the last deal fell thru...9W (CT & I haven't been able to hear "em either-ed)

1360 KNNR LA New Iberia
Per CPC reply station is NSF w/208 watts. ed.

1480 KZSN KS Wichita
Per John Winkel's verho, call is KZSN, matches KZSN 102 FM call, Changed 10/5/89. (Looks like our CDX consultant should have used Q4's ed)

1500 KZKL NM Albuquerque
12/7 1845 Good w/ OGL format // "Kool 102 FM. Disappeared @ 1900 Pwr cut, missed legal ID. (Ex-KNUS) (9W-CO)

1590 KNKX AZ Tempe
11/17 1002 Leg AM/EM ID, Still KNKX at this time. (9W-CO)

MIDNIGHT TO MIDDAY

559 KMVJ HI Walluku
12/14 0434 Woman ending "The Sounds of Portugal" (uuns 0100-0500) thanking her sponsors, preview of next show. Mx. "Vasa Cost Div" in TP. Gregg Howard w/s/off, s.capsella SSb and off at 0500. per ment XMTR @ 105 Wal Ho'omolani St. next to Maui Nl Bldg. Poor to fair. (DP-HD)

620 CKCX SK Regina
12/6 0835 Fair w/ KTAR & KHOW-630 slop. Events calendar Pop Mx & Wx (9W-CO)

790 KOKQ HI Keaukakea
12/11 0454 Id"swing pgm (NOS/RID +ed) s/off 0500. Fair. Station runs Ustar Net "Solid Gold Scrapbook" 1006-1100. (DP-HD)

810 KXPN NE West Point
12/12 0756, Id spot, AM-94 Nw prome, Dave Kelly Dj and Xmas Mx. 0759 ID "Regional Radio for North East Nebraska, KXPN AM & FM West Point" short Wx and AP Radio Mx. (9W-CO)

810 CKBX BC 100 Mile House
12/5 0530 Good w/ID "Caribou Radio CKBX 100 Mile House" Promo, PSA for AA, PSA about Apple. Rock Mx. (9W-CO) John says "the spelling of 'caribou' is correct. That's an area in BC. Not the same as the animal 'caribou'".

890 KVOZ TX Laredo
12/17 0849, Id Spots, in both EE & SS. Into SS Mx, faded before ID leaving a weak KBYE. (9W-CO)

910 CJDC BC Dawson
12/5 0603 Fair w/BC Wx ID "CJDC Radio 890" into AC Mx. (9W-CO)
900 KNUI HI Kauai, Maui 12/5 0630 Fair w/soporific instru Ms, maybe EZL ID “KNUI AM 900” (IW-OR) 930 KAFF AZ Flagstaff 12/12 0900, AI Nxs, lcl wx, “Calf 93 Headlines” @ 0050 rough w/KFJP/KRKY etc (0W-CO) 1020 KTNQ CA Los Angeles 12/10 0500 ID, then hour of Latin Ms w/dedication. “La Q” and “La Super Thank You” slogs. Good w/KCCR etc (0W-CO) 1020 KRAD OK Perrry 12/10 1513, Fair in KTNQ null w/ C&W Ms, nat’l ads, canned slogs, DJ Greg Crawford. Synp ID @ 0255 “KRAD 1020 AM, growing to serve North Central Oklahoma” New OK #36 (0W-CO) 1040 KGUI HI Honolulu 12/7 0556 End of Sally Jesse Raphael Spot. Tropical Fruit Dist. Announcer AI Morkimait sent s/off for C&W @ 0500, legal ID and off @ 0500 (DP-RI) 1040 KYBG CO Aurora-Denver 12/7 1000 Noted / KYBG-FM “KYBG 92 All News, KYBG AM Authors & KYBG FM, Cowle Rock” and CNN Nxs. Usually Sports talk days & eve’s. Appears @ FM late night and AM (WH-CO) 1250 WKBK TN Covington 12/16 0700 5/6 on w/SSB and full data AM & FM (WH-CO) 1250 KOWB WY Laramie 12/9 0916 Lcl spots; arex 9 x 918. (0W-CO) 1300 CJME SK Regina 12/10 0607 single, then “Rescue Me”. Fair. (0W-CO) 1310 KJDA CA Oakland 12/6 0642 DJ talking calls, ment “on KJDA...Ms by Caryio, Chak Khan & Miracles. Rare on this side of the Mtn range. Very Poor. Many ID’s off for main cut down on mixing product QRM. (DP-RI) 1310 KZIQ NM Corrales 12/9 0825 “Z-Rock” Net, lcl spot Encore Music, legal ID @ 0000, “When you need rock, you want Z-Rock KZIQ 1310, Corrales-Albuquerque” Fair in KFKA null (0W-CO) 1320 KUTR UT Salt Lake City 12/8 0810 Spot Mormon Tabernacle Choir event; lite pop mx. Fair in QRM (0W-CO) 1320 CFYM SK Rosetown 12/8 0800 Good / BRN Ms, lcl wx, then synp “Wake Up Saskatchawan” @ 0806. (0W-CO) 1320 KXTI MT Butte 12/10 0616 Non stop lite pop/oldies mx to 0700 ID. No spoken words for the entire period! MBS Ms @ 0700. (0W-CO) 1320 KXSS MN Waiite Paw 12/3 0825 “Rockin’ America Radio Show” (syndicated?) slogans “St. Cloud’s Radio Station” and “103.7 Kiss FM” Poor in the group. (0W-CO) 1330 KIPW MO Waynecville 12/3 0806 Spot for local handyman store, call ID, REL Ms, MSO # 31 (0W-CO) 1410 KOOQ NE North Platte 11/10 0118 DJ John Michaels “keeping you company on Kool Gold KOOQ” and OLD. Good signal w/others. (0W-CO) 1440 KOPA AZ Scottsdale 12/9 0946, Lite pops & oldies, spot for lcl Toy Expo; 1000 ID “Classic Hits 100.7 KSL, KOPA Scottsdale/Phoenix” into Stories song, Fair w/stop from lcl KEZW-1435. (0W-CO) 1500 KQXN MO Joplin 12/16 0539 Spot for Cruise line. “KQXN 1560 Joplin” ID & CNN Nxs (WH-CO) 1500 KWCO OK Chickasha 11/30 0089 S/off amnt by male; ment of 1000/250 watts AM and “3000 watt stereo KKKK 105.5 FM” no SSB. (0W-CO) 1500 KTMQ CA Bakersfield 12/1 0100 SID, Mutual Nxs. Fair. (0W-CO) 1500 CIZE AB Taber 12/11 0851, Spot for Lethbridge Herald, EZL to 0859 ID “CIZE, the NEW 1570 Easy AM” then Doug Shepard w/ area Ms. Fair w/KLFW/KRFY (0W-CO) MIDDAYS TO MIDNIGHT! 780 KSPI OK Stillwater 12/5 1814 Fair w/ s/off, OK #25 (IT-CO) 790 KCEE AZ Tucson 12/4 1838 / “Kood 92.9 FM w/OLD, Nat’l ads, Trf; 1855 ID as “KIFM & KCEE” good on peaks (0W-CO) 790 KURM AR Rogers 12/4 1859 ID “You’re listening to Newstalk Radio for the Tri-State Region this is Curn, KURM, Rogers- Springdale- Bentonville” NIC Nxs, 0005 Area anns. (0W-CO) 820 WBAI TX Ft. Worth 11/24 2333 Fair w/ “Overnight Show” Sports/Tlk. ID. Rare here last logged in 1985. (0W-CO) 860 KTRC TX Dallas 12/4 1300 good w/ad for Modesto Furniture Auction & Flea Market. CWM. (IT-CO) 890 KESMC CA Salinas 11/24 2255 USA Radio Net, ID as Salinas-Monterey-Santa Cruz. Inte REI. Fair signal. (IW-OR) 900 KSVC UT Richfield 12/5 1855 poor “American Country Countdown on KSCV, 98.5”, UT #4 (0W-CO) 908 KVLY ND Follon 12/5 1905 good. “It’s 4:05 on KVLY” then AP Nxs & KVLY weatherwatch. NV #4 (IT-CO) 1130 KLSR TX Memphis 12/15 1952 Fair w/ad for Photography by Alexis in Memphis, TX. then into Janet Jackson song. TX #82 (IT-CO) 1250 KVOC WY Casper 12/2 2000 ID, ABC Nxs Fair. (0W-CO) 1240 KDNY NE North Platte 12/1 1932, Live girls BBC Fremont vs North Platte. Fair. (0W-CO) 1250 KWSU WA Pullman 12/9 1910 Akeb single w/ ID “This is KWSU, Pullman-Moscow” at 1250 AM and C&I mx. (0W-CO) 1250 KTPJ NE Dakota City 12/9 1922, Xmax Ms non-stop til 2000. except for 1930 ID “KTFC 103.3 on your FM dial or KTVP-AM, Dakota City, NE 1250 AM”. Fair after KHIU & KITM s/off a, KBBF QRM. NE #36 (0W-CO) 1310 KFKA CO Giotley 12/9 1300 Noted w/C&W days and has been noted w/SS programming in evenings. NBC Nxs on the hour. (WH-CO) 1400 KDEN CO Denver 12/9 1400 w/ABC Nxs on the hour and carries BRN features and Tlk. Still has some local information programs. (WH-CO) 1400 KTOQ SD Rapid City 12/1 2046 Live KBK National College vs 277. Fair w/ QRM in KDEN null (0W-CO) 1500 KNRB TX Ft. Worth 12/9 1813, REL mx. “Praise 1360” slogans, spot for Riverbank Grill. Good on peaks w/QRM. (0W-CO) Contribuors!

(WI-OR) Jack Woods- Waldport, OR => KCF-2010, Marriott Loop (DP-RI) Dale Park- Honolulu, HI => Sangean ATS-503 (IT-CO) Jeff Tyrant- Parker, CO => Sony-202 w/JS-8 Loop (0W-CO) John Wilkins- Wheatridge, CO => R-100; 26’6’’ loop (WH-CO) Wayne Heinon- Aurora, CO => R-390A, 4’ NBC loop

Now: The GPO would like to thank these contributors since the last update: Charles Reh, Dale Park, Frank Kerrall, Jon Horan, Steven Wirtschen III, and Anne Wirt. To finish out the season, the committee needs about $30 more... but don’t send stamps away March 1. Thank you!
GRAVEYARD XI: ACHIEVEMENTS SPECIAL

An extensive list of Graveyard loggings from Don Tremblay of Scarborough, Ontario was received here at Graveyard Central. All of these catches were made west of 1180 KHz from Scarborough, Ontario using a Yaesu FT-500R, a slate of excellent DX. Several stations were reported to be on the already bulging lists. Ten reports of 201 loggings, with the last name changed by bold type. A "T" following the mileage indicates a trip with another DXer.

Anyone wishing to submit their lists, please do so. Be sure to indicate which "era" they fall into. And put them into alphabetical order by state and city.

1290 KHz DON TREMBLAY

1240 KHz DON TREMBLAY

1200 KHz DON TREMBLAY

1190 KHz DON TREMBLAY

1140 KHz DON TREMBLAY

1120 KHz DON TREMBLAY

1180 KHz DON TREMBLAY

1120 KHz DON TREMBLAY

1070 KHz DON TREMBLAY

1060 KHz DON TREMBLAY

1050 KHz DON TREMBLAY

1030 KHz DON TREMBLAY

1000 KHz DON TREMBLAY

980 KHz DON TREMBLAY

960 KHz DON TREMBLAY

International DX Digest

Please send your listings to:

Chuck Hutton
938 St. Charles Ave., #1
Atlanta, GA 30306
(404) 892-6211, before 2300 EST

FM Station Address Book, 3rd Edition

ONLY $9.95 (Canada, US $10.50) to the Publ. Center (Foreign orders, please write for price)

• Listed by state, city -- Includes Canadian Stations & 341 inches, 3-hole-punched
• Full-size type
GRAVEYARD DX ACHIEVEMENTS SPECIAL

An interesting Graveyard reception log of Western Hemisphere stations has been submitted by Steve Whit of the Medium Wave Circle in England. Steve has sent in all known North and South AmericanLogging from the pages of Medium Wave Going back to 1976, a DXpedition from Stiah, Scotland (575 W 55° 30' N 06° 30' W) attended by Mark Hattan, Clive Rose and Steve, as an individual logging for Derek Taylor of Preston. Barry Davies from Warrington, Mark Hattan of Hereford, and John Faulkner from Hereford, all England. All logging are 100% identified. Very impressive, gentle.

In all, 32 loggings were reported, and 10 new records have been claimed. Some of the Stiah loggings already hold the existing distance record. A couple of loggings are being held up as more information research is needed.

In records are in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Other Info</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1290 kHz</td>
<td>DXpedition</td>
<td>Stiah, Scotland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340 kHz</td>
<td>Mark Hattan</td>
<td>Spray, West Sussex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345 kHz</td>
<td>Derek Taylor</td>
<td>Preston, England</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1450 kHz</td>
<td>Wendedale</td>
<td>Nottoway, England</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1450 kHz</td>
<td>John Faulkner</td>
<td>Wendsville, England</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STATION PROFILES are coming back, with four profiles. On a quick visit to Boston, I visited several stations on the way. While there, I visited Walden 1120, which is a real breath of fresh air in AM dial. WALN went on the air at 17:00, hours are 0600-2400, folk music from 0600 to 1800, all live music, and NBC-CBC feed from 1800-2400, and some CBC feed on Sunday AM.

This station is definitely unique, will most likely be a resounding success in its upper middle class suburban area, and its staff is extremely friendly. Too bad that Fairfield County, CT does not have such a station. Stay tuned for a Profile on WALN.

If one likes show tunes instead of folk music, another treasure on Boston's AM dial is the now WXW-960, Wellesley. "Middle of the Road" specials are found on Sunday night. Its ranking is probably like the ill-fated WKXZ-440, Norwood, CA, but I think that the format will last well in Boston's upper western suburbs.

WXW-1160 is now mostly all Spanish, and has moved its studios to Commonwealth Avenue, Newton, and certainly does not sound like the old Natick, its city of license, and the transmitter in a multi-tower affair in Ashland.

Sadly, WMXQ, 1160 said "Goodbye" to its great oldies format. It may be the recentabolishment from Federal Road and I-95.

Other noteworthy news from the past few months is that 990 WNWL has just started "The WKN-1350, with talk. It is one of at least four talk outlets in the area. This 50,000 watt powerhouse has studios in downtown Providence, and a six tower array is located on the crest of a wooded hill in Swampscott, 20 miles W of town. The station began life in 1951 as WBLW (Named for 50,000 watts), with ERI more recently became WSNM, with torch songs of the 1950's & 1950's, totally automated, and is now WAXI, moved from 1190 in Fall River MA, just east of Providence.

Al Holtz writes from Philadelphia that WSNM-AM, 560 has been sold to Salem Communications and will probably go to a religious format. As Mid Salema's NBC acquisition, WMCA. Salem has applied for 560's original and famous call - WPIL.

Contributors are The Street Journal, John Wilkes, back from a trip to CD Juarez (across the border from El Paso - all CD Juarez stations air Mexican programming), via Chris Hux, and your editor. Thank you to John and The Street Journal. Here are the month's listings:

560 KLZ CO Denver - Drops CNN for SMN 2 Rock (M).
750 KXEL ND Lebanon - AC/FM (M).
760 WURI W Alto Moody - Gaussian (M).
800 WIDH MO CD Juarez - "Radio Cano" (JW).
860 WESB MS CS Juarez - "Radio Sol" (CJ).
960 WWSY AL Montgomery - Oldies //FM (M).
970 KES MS CS Juarez - "Radio Mexicana" (JW).
1000 WSPV MS CS Juarez - "Radio Mexican" (JW).
1030 WHTY MD Indian Head - X-WBIE, Ethno, REL (M).
1050 WPYK NC Wake Forest - News station, Gospel (M).
1060 WBSW MA Natick - Mostly Spanish (TF).
Electron Hole Theory Exposed as Fraud

by Rich Schmalzbach WA6PEZ

Passed by Pete Kemp on the SHORTWAVE Echo
Downloaded by Wayne Helsen from Microlink B, Littleton CO

This is a theorem expressed by Mark Pearsons, and only passed on by myself to help alleviate the poor misguided among us.

Have you been bemused and confused by the electron-hole theory? Do charges, valence bonds, and the 3/2 power law make you nervous?

A startling discovery by Mark Pearsons invalidates all of this claptrap! In a recent issue of Radio World, Mark reveals how electronic equipment really works.

For many years, young electronics technicians have been taught the "hole" theory of electronics. This theory explains how electrons move along conductors and semiconductors. The explanation has been good enough to satisfy or keep at bay anyone who might otherwise question the theory.

However, after a number of years working in the broadcast industry, I have come to realize the "hole" explanation may not be correct.

My theory, which has been proven true in time and again by personal observation, is that the electronics works on smoke. Yes, that's right. I recently learned that every manufacturer encapulates a certain amount of smoke in every piece of electronic component he builds. The smoke is what does the work.

You probably noticed that a component will quit working when the smoke leaks out. I've documented this many times and it conclusively proves my theory. My theory sure beats the "hole" theory. I've even seen holes in a wire, and why don't electrons pour out of the end of the wire when the smoke is broken?

Isay Mark Pearsons is RIGHT. I've seen smoke many times, but I've never seen an electron. Hats off to this pioneer whose discovery will be celebrated each April in the years to come!